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Abstract—Developing a chatbot becomes a challenging
task when it is built from scratch and independent of
any Software as a Service (SaaS). Inspired by the idea
of freeing lecturers from the burden of answering the
same questions repetitively during the pre-registration
process, this research has succeeded in building a text-
based chatbot system. Further, this research has proved
that the combination of keyword spotting technique for
the Language Understanding component, Finite-State
Transducer (FST) for the Dialogue Management, rule-
based keyword matching for language generation, and
the system-in-the-loop paradigm for system validation
can produce an efficient chatbot. The chatbot efficiency
is high enough as its score on Concept Efficiency (CE)
reaches 0.946. It shows that users do not need to
repeat their utterances several times to be understood.
The chatbot performance on recognizing new concepts
introduced by users is also more than satisfactory which
is presented by its Query Density (QD) score of 0.80.
Index Terms—Chatbots, Dialogue System, Keyword-
spotting technique, Transducer
I. INTRODUCTION
CHATBOTS, also known as conversational agentsor chatterbots, are computer applications that
imitate human personality [1]. It also enables online
human-computer dialog with natural language [2]. Re-
cently, chatbots have become popular and attracted the
interest of many researchers, companies, and users.
This is proven by the fact that by September 2016,
Facebook messenger had hosted 30.000 bots and had
34.000 developers on its platform [3]. Meanwhile,
Jemma, a chatbot released by kata.ai for Unilever
Company, has sent 50 Mio messages and got 17 Mio
friends in less than one year period [4]. At least three
factors trigger the rise of chatbots. First, their ability to
interact intelligently with humans has improved signif-
icantly [5]. Second, it is the advancement of hardware
technologies and artificial intelligence supports. Third,
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it characterizes the era in which there are plenty of ac-
cessible open source codes. The development platforms
are also available widely, and chatbots implementation
options are available through Software as a Service
(SaaS) [6] such as Amazon Lex. These factors make
chatbots are now easier to train and implement.
Although chatbots gain popularity in recent years,
their existence can be traced back since 1966 when
Weizenbaum introduced ELIZA which was pro-
grammed to act as a Rogerian therapist. ELIZA was
able to fool users into believing that they were con-
versing with a real human [7]. Another notable chat-
bot is Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity
(A.L.I.C.E) which was written in 1995 using AIML (an
XML-based markup language). The modern chatbots
have a wide range of functions, the degree of intelli-
gence and modalities, whether they are text-based or
voice-based conversational agents.
Both text-based and voice-based chatbots are one
category of Conversational Agents which are not em-
bodied in the forms of animal, avatars, or human
robots [6]. The one which devises computer-generated
cartoonlike characters is categorized as Embodied Con-
versational Agents [8]. The Conversational Agents fall
into a class of Dialogue System which has been subject
to research for decades. There is another class of
Dialogue System which is not categorized as Con-
versational Agents such as Interactive Voice Response
(IVR). The exclusion of IVR from the conversational
agents is caused by its modality of interaction which
uses phone keypads (“press 1 to choose xxx.”) instead
of utterances. Reference [8] also constructed the taxon-
omy of Dialogue System which can be seen in Fig. 1.
As a class of Dialogue System (DS), chatbots sim-
ulate a conversation in its primary sense, intend to
fool users with whom they are communicating [9]. In
response to robustness, pattern matching techniques are
commonly used to provide a certain level of control
over system [2, 9]. In Contrast, DSs attempt to model
the actual dialogue process which incorporates the
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Figure 1. The class hierarchy of dialogue systems [8] 
II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 
A literary survey on chatbot by Ref. [10] has concluded that 
the techniques of chatbot designs are still a matter of debate 
due to its varied approaches. However, it is inferred that the 
basic architecture of a chatbot follows its parent, Dialogue 
System. It comprises three main components. Those are a 
natural language understanding (NLU), a dialogue manager 
(DM), and a natural language generation (NLG) [5].  NLU 
processes raw user inputs and extracts information into a 
semantic representation that can be interpreted by DM [11] to 
update the internal states, send queries to the database, or find 
actions based on scripts [5].  Some methods and approaches 
commonly applied to NLU are semantic formats which 
represent an utterance in key-value pairs [1], [12], or a 
template matching between user input and pre-defined 
utterances [13]. A more flexible matching approach takes a 
form of keyword matching [14], or Data-Driven Approach 
which requires a large corpus of interactions and utterances as 
found by Ref. [5].   
The primary task of Dialogue Manager is to interpret 
semantic representation outputted by NLU in the context of 
dialogue to decide the actions. The various methods applied in 
building Dialogue Manager can be categorized into three 
approaches: the finite-state,  frame-based, and statistical 
approaches [11]. The finite-state approaches tend to lead a 
deterministic dialogue flow and have a single-initiative 
dialogue, in which system or user takes the dialogue control. 
The implementation of AIML-based chatbots as in [12], [13], 
[15] are mostly deterministic and single-initiative. Hence, they 
are claimed to fall into the category of finite-state approaches. 
The frame-based system works with a frame consisting of 
slots. The dialogue flow is not pre-defined as in finite-state 
system. Thus, it enables users to exchange initiative or control 
over the conversation with the system or a mixed-initiative 
dialogue [8].  Based on frame-based Dialogue Manager, 
Krisnawati in [14] successfully elaborated the capabilities of 
her mixed-initiative Dialogue System into performing a real 
subtask action such as dialing the extension number of certain 
staff demanded by the user in the dialogue. Meanwhile, Ref. 
[16] combined the mixed-initiative dialogue with a 
knowledge-based Dialogue Manager which kept track of the 
current state of the conversation. 
The NLG acts inversely to NLU. It is responsible for 
presenting responses generated by the Dialogue Manager to 
users. In the latest systems applying statistical and machine 
learning approach, the tasks of NLU, DM, and NLG are 
performed by a single function. For example, Ref. [5] devised 
a single deep network to merge the task of three components. 
Meanwhile, Ref. [17] applied Maximum Entropy and Gibbs 
Distribution to represent and select the user-system sequence 
pair of dialogues. The IBM researchers propose a futuristic DS 
using a new dialog programming model based on grammars 
[18]. They argued that grammar, which was a successful 
formalism of imposing a structure over sequences of 
conversation, could solve the human-computer dialogue 
problems. 
So far, text-based or voice-based chatbots function as a 
Question-Answering agent whose task is to retrieve the 
information needed by users and end the dialogue after the 
answer is delivered. This can be found in Apple’s Siri, Google 
Now apps, or in [15]. In contrast, the Information Retrieval-
based DS has more complicated dialogues with users such as 
in [1] which delivered queries on book search and library 
services, or in [11] which reserved a movie ticket. A chit-chat 
with no specific topic for achieving fun and user entertainment 
can be done by both chatbots and DS as found in [13]. Other 
functions taken over by DS is a healthcare coach and advisor 
for retired troops [16], customer service of a company such as 
Vodafone [5], technical assistant and troubleshooter in using 
computer devices [17], and online shop-assistant [19]. 
III. METHODS 
In the absence of a conversation corpus, implementing a 
chatbot with a domain-specific dialogue is much more 
controllable than a chit-chat one. Based on this argument, the 
researchers construct a text-based chatbot. It focuses on 
coping with two topics of pre-registration process such as the 
maximum credits for a student who is eligible to enroll, and 
the subjects offered. These topics are chosen to comply with 
the research objective. It is to relieve the supervisors from 
answering the same repetitive questions. Moreover, those 
topics fall under the most frequently asked questions among 
students. 
Another research objective is to construct a chatbot that is 
free from SaaS. For this reason, the researchers apply a set of 
simple but applicable methods in each module of chatbot 
implementation and provide possibilities to upgrade their 
capabilities. The basic architecture of the chatbot in Fig. 2 
follows the general architecture of DS. The following 
subsections describe the applied methods in detail. 
A. Data Collection 
One of the problems in developing a chatbot system is how 
to model the human-machine dialogue flow. This implies that 
modeling a dialogue flow of a chatbot needs data taking the 
form of conversations. To collect such data, the researchers 
need a system prototype in which users can communicate. 
Fig. 1. The class hierarchy of dialogue systems [8] [8].
task of analyzing and understanding input. DSs make
use of refined technologies and approaches including
the integration of knowledge, ontologies, and the use
of methods originating from Computational Linguis-
tics [9].
This research focuses on implementing a text-based
chatbot for student supervision in a pre-registration
process. The goal is to free the academic supervisors
from the burden of answering the same repetitive
questions from different students. The chatbot devises
a Keyword-Spotting techni e to understand the user
inputs an Finite-State Transducer (FST) for manag-
ing the dialogue run. To gain mutual understanding
b tween users a d our chatbot, its D alogue Manage
(DM)r component is complet d with event handling
and verification process. It is built from scr tch nd
can be run f om the local server. Thus, the chatbot is
ndependent of pay-per- ser as a SaaS pricing st tegy
or other software license billing.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A liter ry survey on chatbot by R f. [10] has con-
cluded tha the techniqu s of chatbot d signs are still a
matter of debate due to its v ried approaches. However,
it is inferre that the basic architecture of a chatbot
f llows its parent, Dialogue System. It comprises three
main components. Those are a natural language under-
standing (NLU),DM, and a natural language generation
(NLG) [5]. NLU processes raw user inputs and extracts
information into a semantic representation that can
be interpreted by DM [11] to update the internal
states, send queries to the database, or find actions
based on scripts [5]. Some methods and approaches
commonly applied to NLU are semantic formats which
represent an utterance in key-value pairs [1, 12], or a
template matching between user input and pre-defined
utterances [13]. A more flexible matching approach
takes a form of keyword matching [14], or Data-Driven
Approach which requires a large corpus of interactions
and utterances as found by Ref. [5].
The primary task of DM is to interpret semantic
representation outputted by NLU in the context of
dialogue to decide the actions. The various methods
applied in building DM can be categorized into three
approaches: the finite-state, frame-based, and statistical
approaches [11]. The finite-state approaches tend to
lead a deterministic dialogue flow and have a single-
initiative dialogue, in which system or user takes the
dialogue control. The implementation of AIML-based
chatbots as in [12, 13, 15] are mostly deterministic
and single-initiative. Hence, they are claimed to fall
into the category of finite-state approaches.
The frame-based system works with a frame con-
sisting of slots. The dialogue flow is not pre-defined
as in finite state system. Thus, it en bles users to
exchange initiative or control over the conversation
with th syst m or a mixed-initiative dialogue [8].
Based on frame-based DM, Krisn wati in [14] success-
fully elaborated the capabilit es of her mix d-initiative
Dialogue System into p rforming a real subtask actio
such as dialing the extension number of c rtain staff
demanded by the user in the dialog e. Meanwhil ,
Ref. [16] combined the mixed-initiative dialogue with
a knowledge-based DM which kept track of the current
state of the conversation.
The NLG acts inversely to NLU. It is responsible
for presenting responses generated by the DM to users.
In the latest systems applying statistical and machine
learning approach, the tasks of NLU, DM, and NLG
are performed by a single func . For exa ple,
Ref. [5] dev sed a single d ep network to merge
the task of three components. Meanwhile, Ref. [17]
applied Maximum Entropy and Gibbs Distribution to
represent and select the user-system sequence pair of
dialogues. The IBM researchers propose a futuristic
DS using a new dialog programming model based on
grammars [18]. They argued that grammar, which was
a successful formalism of imposing a structure over
sequences of conversation, could solve the human-
computer dialogue problems.
So far, text-based or voice-based chatbots function
as a Question-Answering agent whose task is to re-
trieve the information needed by users and end the
dialogue after the answer is delivered. This can be
found in Apple’s Siri, Google Now apps, or in [15].
In contrast, the Information Retrieval-based DS has
more complicated dialogues with users such as in [1]
which delivered queries on book search and library
services, or in [11] which reserved a movie ticket. A
chit-chat wit no specific topic for achieving fun and
user entertainment can be done by both chatbots nd
DS as found in Ref. [13]. Other functions taken over
by DS is a healthcare coach and advi o for retired
troops [16], customer service of a company such as
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This becomes a chicken and egg problem.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 The basic architecture of the chatbot 
 
To break the cycle of this chicken-egg problem, the 
researchers firstly observe how students usually pose 
questions to their academic supervisor. Then, the question-
answer formulations are sampled from a handful of IT 
students by asking them to playact the conversation. The 
results are some topics of pre-registration questions. The 
researchers pick up two categories which are most frequently 
asked. Those are the number of credits ‘Satuan Kredit 
Semester’ (SKS) and the offered subjects. Based on this 
restricted data, the researchers design a chatbot with 
insufficient natural language capability and dialogue flows. 
This chatbot is used to collect data through “system-in-the-
loop” paradigm. 
System-in-the-loop, which was introduced by Ref. [20], is a 
wizardless and iterative procedure for collecting data using the 
developing system prototype. The researchers apply this data 
collection paradigm in two iterations, each with ten different 
users. Most users are students, but there are two lecturers 
involved in this process. For data gathering, a task scenario 
consisting of guidance on doing the given tasks is prepared. 
Besides, Camtasia (a screen recording software) is installed to 
record and capture any user movement on the screen such as 
what they type, and how they converse with the chatbot. After 
interaction with the pre-alpha chatbot, users are interviewed to 
give feedback on the interface design, dialogue navigation, 
and the system capability in dealing with the dialogue. 
Nine out of ten users in the first session suggest dialogue 
navigation that enables moving backward to the nodes leading 
to the former topic of conversation. The resulting data are used 
to improve the system navigation which is completed with 
verification. Moreover, the unrecognized user inputs in this 
session are used for enriching the vocabulary of the natural 
language understanding component as synonyms for the 
defined keywords. 
Using the same procedure but improved task scenario, the 
refined chatbot is run for the second test for ten different 
students from the first test. In this session, the users’ 
feedbacks on system improvement become more specific and 
focused. For example, the backward navigation in a node of 
compulsory subjects needs improvement. It is due to its being 
error-prone. Moreover, the system should also understand the 
writing variations of keywords, the abbreviations of subject 
names, and the use of Arabic numbers as an alternative for 
stating numbers. Most feedbacks in this session are from both 
interview and user interaction with the chatbot and deal with 
the improvement on NLU and DM component. Only three 
users suggest the improvement of the interface design.  
B. Keyword Spotting Technique 
Processing and understanding user input are the tasks of 
language understanding component of a chatbot. Most 
currently built chatbots accept user inputs in the form of 
sentences instead of phrases and word sequences. There is 
much variety of methods to understand these sentences. Some 
systems treat the whole user input sentence as a template to be 
matched.  In Ref. [13], a pair of user-system utterances are 
predefined in AIML format and saved in a database. Thus, to 
understand user input of “Apa kabar?”, the system computes 
the bigram similarity of this string to all defined templates in 
the database (apa kabar, siapa nama kamu, and others), and 
retrieves the answer of the template whose similarity score is 
the highest. 
Instead of treating the whole user input as a template to 
match, this research resorts to keyword and phrase spotting 
method. In this method, the system needs to identify the 
keywords and pattern match those keywords against a set of 
pre-programmed rules to generate the appropriate responses. 
Thus, NLU component does not need to analyze an utterance 
fully. The advantages of this technique are that the chatbot 
system recognizes all utterance variations as long as they 
contain the keywords, and users get a positive impression on 
the system intelligence. The order of keyword occurrences is 
also ignored. Table 1 shows the variations of recognized user 
inputs by the chatbot. 
  
TABLE 1 
The Examples of Recognized User Input Variations in the Chatbot’s Log. 
Variation of users’ utterances for one query 
Recognized 
keywords 
Berapakah SKS yang bisa saya ambil? (how 
many credits that I can take?) 
SKS, ambil (credit, 
take) 
Berapakah syarat pengambilan SKS maksimal 
tiap semester? (What is the maximum taken 
credit of each semester?) 
ambil, SKS (take, 
credit) 
berapa batas pengambilan SKS di semester ini? 
(what is the limit of taking credit in this 
semester?) 
ambil, SKS (take, 
credit) 
Jumlah SKS untuk IPK 2.9 (Number of credits for 
GPA 2.9) 
SKS (credit) 
Tolong tampilkan syarat pengambilan SKS 
(Please show credit taking requirements) 
ambil, SKS (take, 
credit) 
      
In its implementation, at least one keyword is defined for 
each step of dialogue. The variation of these keywords are 
saved in an array and formulated as a pattern using Regular 
Expression to match. In total, there are 23 sets of keywords 
with a minimal set cardinality of 2 keyword variations and 
maximal cardinality of 12 variations for the keyword ‘terima 
kasih’ (thank you). Keywords taking the form of phrases are 
treated as separate tokens and defined only in their root word 
forms. As its consequence, the order of keywords in their 
occurrences and affixation will not affect the recognition.  
C. Dialogue Strategies 
The dialogue flow of the chatbot is managed by an 
Fig. 2. The basic architecture of the chatbot.
Vodafone [5], technical assistant and troubleshooter
in using computer devices [17], and online shop-
assistant [19].
III. RESEARCH METHOD
In the absence f a c nversation corpus, imple-
m nting a ch tbot with a domain-specific dialogue is
much more controllable than a chit-chat one. Based on
this argument, the researchers construct a text-based
chatbot. It focuses on coping with two topics of pre-
registration process such as the maximum credits for
a student who is eligible to enroll, and the subjects
offered. These topics are chosen to comply with the
research objective. It is to relieve the supervisors from
answering the same repetitive questions. Moreover,
tho e topics fall under th most frequ ntly asked ques-
tions among tudents.
Another research objective is to construct a chatbot
that is free from SaaS. For this reason, the researchers
apply a set of simple but applicable methods in
each module of chatbot implementation and provide
possibilities to upgrade their capabilities. The basic
architecture of the chatbot in Fig. 2 follows the general
architecture of DS.
A. Data Collection
One of the problems in developing a chatbot system
is how to model the human-machine dialogue flow.
This implies that modeling a dialogue flow of a chatbot
needs data taking the form of conversations. To collect
such da a, the researchers need a system prototype in
which users can communicate. This becomes a chicken
and egg problem.
To break the cycle of this chicken-egg problem,
the researchers firstly observe how students usually
pose questions to their academic supervisor. Then,
the question-answer formulations are sampled from
a handful of IT students by asking them to playact
the conversation. The results are some topics of pre-
registration questions. The researchers pick up two
categories which are most frequently asked. Those
are the number of credits ‘Satuan Kredit Semester’
(SKS) and the offered subjects. Based on this restricted
data, the researchers design a chatbot with insufficient
natural language capability and dialogue flows. This
chatbot is used to collect data through “system-in-the-
loop” paradigm.
System-in-the-loop, which was introduced by
Ref. [20], is a wizardles and iterative procedure for
collecting data using the developing system prototype.
The researchers apply this data collection paradigm in
two iterations, each with ten different users. Most users
are students, but there are two lecturers involved in this
process. For data gathering, a task scenario consisting
of guidance on doing the given tasks is prepared.
Besides, Camtasia (a screen recording software) is in-
stalled to record and capture any user movement on the
screen such as what they type, and how they convers
with the chatbot. Aft r interaction with the pre-al ha
chatbot, users are interviewed to give feedback on the
interface design, dialogue navigation, and the system
capability in dealing with the dialogue.
Nine out of ten users in the first session suggest
dialogue navigation that enables moving backward to
the nodes leading to the former topic of conversation.
The resulting data are used to improve the system navi-
gati n which is completed with verificati n. Moreover,
the nrecognized user inputs in this session are used
for enriching the vocabulary of the natural language
understanding component as synonyms for the defined
keywords.
Using the same procedure but improved task sce-
nario, the refined chatbot is run for the second test
for ten different stude ts from the first test. In this
session, the users’ feedbacks on system improvement
become more specific and focused. For example, the
backward navigation in a node of compulsory sub-
jects needs improvement. It is due to its being error-
prone. Moreover, the system should also understand
the writing variations of keywords, the abbreviations
of subject names, and the use of Arabic numbers as an
alter ative for stating umbers. Most feedbacks in this
s ssion are from both interview and us r interaction
with the chatbot deal with the imp ovement on
NLU and DM component. Only three users suggest
the improve ent of the interface design.
B. K yword Spotting Tech ique
Processing and understanding user input are the
tasks of language understanding component of a chat-
bot. Most currently built chatbots accept user inputs
in the form of sentences instead of phrases and word
sequences. There is much variety of methods to under-
stand these sentences. Some systems treat the whole
user input sentence as a template to be matched.
In Ref. [13], a pair of user-system utterances are
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TABLE I
THE EXAMPLES OF RECOGNIZED USER INPUT VARIATIONS IN
THE CHATBOT’S LOG.
Variation of users’ utterances for one query Recognized
keywords
Berapakah SKS yang bisa saya ambil? (how
many credits that I can take?)
SKS, ambil
(credit, take)
Berapakah syarat pengambilan SKS maksimal
tiap semester? (What is the maximum taken
credit of each semester?)
ambil, SKS
(take, credit)
berapa batas pengambilan SKS di semester ini?
(what is the limit of taking credit in this
semester?)
ambil, SKS
(take, credit)
Jumlah SKS untuk IPK 2.9 (Number of credits
for GPA 2.9)
SKS (credit)
Tolong tampilkan syarat pengambilan SKS
(Please show credit taking requirements)
ambil, SKS
(take, credit)
predefined in AIML format and saved in a database.
Thus, to understand user input of “Apa kabar?”, the
system computes the bigram similarity of this string to
all defined templates in the database (apa kabar, siapa
nama kamu, and others), and retrieves the answer of
the template whose similarity score is the highest.
Instead of treating the whole user input as a template
to match, this research resorts to keyword and phrase
spotting method. In this method, the system needs
to identify the keywords and pattern match those
keywords against a set of pre-programmed rules to
generate the appropriate responses. Thus, NLU com-
ponent does not need to analyze an utterance fully.
The advantages of this technique are that the chatbot
system recognizes all utterance variations as long as
they contain the keywords, and users get a positive
impression on the system intelligence. The order of
keyword occurrences is also ignored. Table 1 shows
the variations of recognized user inputs by the chatbot.
In its implementation, at least one keyword is de-
fined for each step of dialogue. The variation of these
keywords are saved in an array and formulated as a
pattern using Regular Expression to match. In total,
there are 23 sets of keywords with a minimal set
cardinality of 2 keyword variations and maximal car-
dinality of 12 variations for the keyword terima kasih
(thank you). Keywords taking the form of phrases are
treated as separate tokens and defined only in their root
word forms. As its consequence, the order of keywords
in their occurrences and affixation will not affect the
recognition.
C. Dialogue Strategies
The dialogue flow of the chatbot is managed by an
unweighted Finite State Transducer (FST) which is a
variation of a Finite State Automata (FSA). It is capa-
ble of producing outputs and reading inputs as well.
In contrast, FSA is only capable of recognizing for
unweighted Finite State Transducer (FST) which is a variation 
of a Finite State Automata (FSA). It is capable of producing 
outputs and reading inputs as well. In contrast, FSA is only 
capable of recognizing for matching patterns. The state 
traversal within FST can be deterministic as well as non-
deterministic depending on the applied algorithm.  
In the FST-based chatbot, user input is placed in one state at 
a given time. The chatbot maintains the control of dialogue by 
produci g prompts at each state, and the user nee s to give 
responses to move to another state. T e recognized keywords 
determine the state that will be traversed in the users’ 
responses. The transducer describing the flow of dialogue in 
the chatbot is seen in Fig. 3 
 
 
 
Figure 3 The transducer’s state transitions which depict the dialogue flow of 
our chatbot. 
 
All states in Fig. 3 are labeled in Arabic numbers. The state 
labeled 0 symbolizes the start state. Meanwhile, 17 is the end 
or stop state. The start state has four forward transitions (green 
arrows) to states 1, 4, 18, and 19. The first two states deal with 
the main topics of conversation. Meanwhile, states 18 and 19 
are the short-cut states as a result of cooperative design by 
integrating users’ needs (cf. section III a). The start state (0) 
conveys a discourse opening which users are welcome, and 
the domain of conversation is introduced. Figure 4 shows the 
capture of chatbot’s prompt to start state. 
 
 
 
Figure 4 The discourse opening introduced by the chatbot. A user can type 
her/his response on the blank text field to communicate with the chatbot. 
The transition from state 0 to state 1, 2, and 3 marks the 
dialogue on how many SKS a student can take based on their  
semester Grade Point Average (GPA) ‘Indeks Prestasi 
Semester’ (IPS) (state 2) and cumulative GPA “Indeks 
Prestasi Kumulatif’ (IPK) (state 3). The state transitions from 
0 to 4–16 regulate the Question-Answering (QA) dialogues on 
the offered subjects per semester, the subject types (optional 
or compulsory), and profile-based subject categories. The 
shortcut dialogue on the prerequisite of taking Internship 
‘Kerja Praktek’ (KP) as the subject is directed for state 0 to 
state 18. Meanwhile, the transition to state 19 from state 0 
rules the shortcut QA dialogue on the Community Service 
subject ‘Kuliah Kerja Nyata’ (KKN). 
The transition from one state to another one is determined 
by two parameters such as the recognized keywords and the 
rules predefined on each state. Algorithm 1 exemplifies the 
transition rules on state 3. Given the inputs of the values of the 
semester and cumulative GPAs (IPS and IPK), state 3 prompts 
a verification. The user response to system verification 
determines the transition to other states.  Algorithm 1 is 
presented in Fig. 5. State 3 also deals with verification and 
event handler which are provided on different conditions.  
 
 
Fig. 3. The transducer’s state transitions which depict the dialogue
flow of the chatbot.
matching patterns. The state traversal within FST can
be deterministic as well as non-deterministic depending
on the applied algorithm.
In the FST-based chatbot, user input is placed in one
state at a given time. The chatbot maintains the control
of dialogue by producing prompts at each state, and the
user needs to give responses to move to another state.
The recognized keywords determine the state that will
be traversed in the users’ responses. The transducer
describing the flow of dialogue in the chatbot is seen
in Fig. 3.
All states in Fig. 3 are labeled in Arabic numbers.
The state labeled 0 symbolizes the start state. Mean-
while, 17 is the end or stop state. The start state has
four forward transitions (green arrows) to states 1, 4,
18, and 19. The first two states deal with the main
topics of conversation. Meanwhile, states 18 and 19
are the short-cut states as a result of cooperative design
by integrating users’ needs. The start state (0) conveys
a discourse opening which users are welcome, and the
domain of conversation is introduced. Figure 4 shows
the capture of chatbot’s prompt to start state.
The transition from state 0 to state 1, 2, and 3
marks the dialogue on how many SKS a student can
take based on their semester Grade Point Average
(GPA) ‘Indeks Prestasi Semester’ (IPS) (state 2) and
cumulative GPA ‘Indeks Prestasi Kumulatif’ (IPK)
(state 3). The state transitions from 0 to 416 regulate
the Question-Answering (QA) dialogues on the offered
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unweighted Finite State Transducer (FST) which is a variation 
of a Finite State Automata (FSA). It is capable of producing 
outputs and reading inputs as well. In contrast, FSA is only 
capable of recognizing for matching patterns. The state 
traversal within FST can be deterministic as well as non-
deterministic depending on the applied algorithm.  
In the FST-based chatbot, user input is placed in one state at 
a given time. The chatbot maintains the control of dialogue by 
producing prompts at each state, and the user needs to give 
responses to move to another state. The recognized keywords 
determine the state that will be traversed in the users’ 
responses. The transducer describing the flow of dialogue in 
the chatbot is seen in Fig. 3 
 
 
 
Figure 3 The transducer’s state transitions which depict the dialogue flow of 
our chatbot. 
 
All states in Fig. 3 are labeled in Arabic numbers. The state 
labeled 0 symbolizes the start state. Meanwhile, 17 is the end 
or stop state. The start state has four forward transitions (green 
arrows) to states 1, 4, 18, and 19. The first two states deal with 
the main topics of conversation. Meanwhile, states 18 and 19 
are the short-cut states as a result of cooperative design by 
integrating users’ needs (cf. section III a). The start state (0) 
conveys a discourse opening which users are welcome, and 
the domain of conversation is introduced. Figure 4 shows the 
capture of chatbot’s prompt to start state. 
 
 
 
Figure 4 The discourse opening introduced by the chatbot. A user can type 
her/his response on the blank text field to communicate with the chatbot. 
The transition from state 0 to state 1, 2, and 3 marks the 
dialogue on how many SKS a student can take based on their  
semester Grade Point Average (GPA) ‘Indeks Prestasi 
Semester’ (IPS) (state 2) and cumulative GPA “Indeks 
Prestasi Kumulatif’ (IPK) (state 3). The state transitions from 
0 to 4–16 regulate the Question-Answering (QA) dialogues on 
the offered subjects per semester, the subject types (optional 
or compulsory), and profile-based subject categories. The 
shortcut dialogue on the prerequisite of taking Internship 
‘Kerja Praktek’ (KP) as the subject is directed for state 0 to 
state 18. Meanwhile, the transition to state 19 from state 0 
rules the shortcut QA dialogue on the Community Service 
subject ‘Kuliah Kerja Nyata’ (KKN). 
The transition from one state to another one is determined 
by two parameters such as the recognized keywords and the 
rules predefined on each state. Algorithm 1 exemplifies the 
transition rules on state 3. Given the inputs of the values of the 
semester and cumulative GPAs (IPS and IPK), state 3 prompts 
a verification. The user response to system verification 
determines the transition to other states.  Algorithm 1 is 
presented in Fig. 5. State 3 also deals with verification and 
event handler which are provided on different conditions.  
 
 
Fig. 4. The discourse ope ing introduced by the chatbot. A user can
type her/his response on the blank text field to communicate with
the chatbot. The figure in English: Hello and welcome, this is the
dialogue system of Information Technology academic, please submit
the questions regarding the rule of registering SKS which you can
take or information about list of course in Information Technology.
subjects per semester, the subject types (optional or
compulsory), and profile-based subject categories. The
shortcut dialogue on the prerequisite of taking Intern-
ship ‘Kerja Praktek’ (KP) as the subject is directed
for state 0 to state 18. Meanwhile, the transition to
state 19 from state 0 rules the shortcut QA dialogue on
the Community Service subject ‘Kuliah Kerja Nyata’
(KKN).
The transition from one state to another one is
determined by two parameters such as the recognized
keywords and the rules predefined on each state. Al-
gorithm 1 exemplifies the transition rules on state 3.
Given the inputs of the values of the se ester and
cu ulative GPAs (IPS and IPK), state 3 prompts a
v rification. The user response to sys em verification
determin s the transition to other states. Algor hm 1 is
presented in Alg. 1. State 3 also deals with verification
and event handler which are provided on different
conditions.
Algorithm 1: Transition rules of the state 3.
Input: IPS, IPK, userResponse
Output: Transition from X to Y , retrieved answer of the query
Prompt verification defined for state 3
VerifyAnswer ← read(userResponse)
if BenarKey is in VerifyAnswer then
AnswerCand ← retrieveMatrix(IPK, IPS)
Answer ← join(AnswerCand, templateAnswer)
display Answer to users
prompt user whether to end or repeat the dialogue
if User ends dialogue OR NoInput ≥ 20 sec then
random(closing statements)
move to state 17
else
updateState(3,0)
move to state 0
end
else if SalahKey is in VerifyAnswer then
unset(IPK, IPS)
updateState(3,1)
Move to state 1
else if No IPKkey found OR IPKformat is false then
EHPrompt ← random(eventHandler alternatives)
display EHPrompt
unset(IPK)
updateState(3,2)
Move to state 2
end
The researchers use MySQL as a database to store
the information on the states being traversed, and the
user inputs on IPS and IPK values. The current active
state is dynamically updated as the dialogue between
chatbot, and a user is in progress. The values of IPK
and IPS are stored in the query regarding the total
number of credits that a student (user) can take in
the IPK-IPS matrix. This matrix construction is based
on the academic handbook given to first-year students.
Information on that handbook also defines the subject
categorization and requirements.
D. Grounding and Verification
Grounding, which is a way of establishing mu-
tual knowledge, is a vital part of communication in
both human-human and human-computer conversation.
Grounding becomes a real challenging task of having
a chat with a bot, as it involves efforts to share
each speaker’s common understanding to achieve the
goal. Reference [21] proposed three kinds of ground-
ing strategies: the cautious grounding, the optimistic
grounding strategy, and the verification. Each strat-
egy had its strengths and drawbacks. The cautious
grounding strategy would be annoying since system
always checked the correctness of each user input
and asked the user to confirm it. In contrast, the
optimistic grounding strategy could lead to a dead end
dialogue, since the system was too optimistic about the
correctness of user input without confirmation.
In this chatbot, the verification is applied to ensure
that the users’ responses understood by the system are
correct, so that the system can retrieve the right infor-
mation needed by users. The verification is placed at
states 3, 6, 8, 9, and 10 where users have completed all
queries needed by the system to output the information
as an answer to those queries. For example, to retrieve
the maximal number of credits (SKS) that a student is
eligible to take, the system needs the student IPK and
IPS. Having received the values of IPK and IPS from
the former states, the system issues the verification
on state 3. This requires user confirmation by typing
‘yes’ or ‘no’. Figure 5 captures the verification process
implemented in chatbot verification.
E. Event Handling
Another communication strategy applied in the chat-
bot is the mechanism to handle events which are not
covered by the state mechanism. The researchers define
three events to be handled. Those are no keyword, no
input, and no well-formed input.
1) No-keyword. When the system finds no keyword
on user responses, a special prompt defined for
no-keyword event will be issued. Following it,
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Figure 5 An example of the transition rules defined for state 3. 
 
The researchers use MySQL as a database to store the 
information on the states being traversed, and the user inputs 
on IPS and IPK values. The current active state is dynamically 
updated as the dialogue between chatbot, and a user is in 
progress.  The values of IPK and IPS are stored in the query 
regarding the total number of credits that a student (user) can 
take in the IPK-IPS matrix. This matrix construction is based 
on the academic handbook given to first-year students. 
Information on that handbook also defines the subject 
categorization and requirements. 
D. Grounding and Verification 
Grounding, which is a way of establishing mutual 
knowledge, is a vital part of communication in both human-
human and human-computer conversation. Grounding 
becomes a real challenging task of having a chat with a bot, as 
it involves efforts to share each speaker’s common 
understanding to achieve the goal. Reference [21] proposed 
three kinds of grounding strategies: the cautious grounding, 
the optimistic grounding strategy, and the verification. Each 
strategy had its strengths and drawbacks. The cautious 
grounding strategy would be annoying since system always 
checked the correctness of each user input and asked the user 
to confirm it. In contrast, the optimistic grounding strategy 
could lead to a dead end dialogue, since the system was too 
optimistic about the correctness of user input without 
confirmation.  
In this chatbot, the verification is applied to ensure that the 
users’ responses understood by the system are correct, so that 
the system can retrieve the right information needed by users. 
The verification is placed at states 3, 6, 8, 9, and 10 where 
users have completed all queries needed by the system to 
output the information as an answer to those queries. For 
example, to retrieve the maximal number of credits (SKS) that 
a student is eligible to take, the system needs the student IPK 
and IPS. Having received the values of IPK and IPS from the 
former states, the system issues the verification on state 3. 
This requires user confirmation by typing ‘yes' or ‘no'. Figure 
6 captures the verification process implemented in chatbot 
verification.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 6 the verification implementation on the system utterance inside the 
red box by stating “Apakah nilai IPS 3.8 dan nilai IPK 3.7…” (Is the semester 
GPA 2.8 and Cumulative GPA 3.7...) 
 
E. Event Handling 
Another communication strategy applied in the chatbot is 
the mechanism to handle events which are not covered by the 
state mechanism. The researchers define three events to be 
handled. Those are no keyword, no input, and no well-formed 
input. 
1) No-keyword. When the system finds no keyword on user 
responses, a special prompt defined for no-keyword event will 
be issued. Following it, the dialogue manager directs the 
conversation back to the former state so that the user can 
correct her/his responses. There are three statements defined in 
response to no-keyword events. The issuance of this statement 
is done through a random selection technique. The aim is to 
provide various event handling statements in the case in which 
a user makes mistakes repetitively. The following is the 
translation version of statements for no-keyword events: 
 “I am really sorry for being unable to understand your 
response. Could you please check your input again?”  
 “The response you have just inputted could not be 
understood by the system.” 
 “Would you like to rewrite your response in an 
understandable way?” 
2) No-input. In case, when a user cannot continue his/her 
dialogue because of many reasons that it leaves the users’ text 
field unfilled or blank, a no-input event will be issued. The 
toleration for the no-input event is set up for 20 seconds. After 
20 seconds, there is no input. The dialogue manager will lead 
the transition to the end state 17. The no-input event function 
is called on every state except the start (state 0) and the state 
17. Thus, there is a transition from every state to state 17, but 
these transitions are not depicted in Fig. 3 to avoid the 
crowdedness of arrows as a transition symbol. There is only 
one statement defined in response to no input-event such as 
“Your time is up, and thank you for chatting with me.” 
3) Not well-formed input. This is to tackle an event in 
which the keywords are successfully extracted from the users’ 
response, but they are not well-formed. An excellent example 
of the not well-formed input is a conversation occurring in 
states 1, 2, and 3. In these states, a user inputs his/her IPS 
which is set in numeric format between zero (0.00) to four 
(4.00) since there will be no IPS greater than 4.00. If a user 
inputs 4.5 or -1.00 for his/her IPS, the function of not well-
formed input event will be issued, and the prompts to correct 
the input will be done. Figure 7 illustrates a dialogue with this 
event handler. The followings are some translated examples of 
system prompts for handling not well-formed inputs:    
 “Your IPS is not well-formed. Please input the right 
one.” 
 “So, have you inputted the right IPK of yours?” 
 “The input that you have provided could not be 
understood." 
 
Fig. 5. the verification implementation on the system utterance
inside the red box by stating “Apakah nilai IPS 3.8 dan nilai IPK
3.7. . . ” (Is the semester GPA 2.8 and Cumulative GPA 3.7 . . . ).
The figure in English: Dialogue: Hello and welcome, this is the
dialogue system of Information Technology academic, please submit
the questions regarding the rule of registering SKS which you can
take or information about list of course in Information Technology.
User: how many SKS that I can take in the next semester? System:
what is the lastest of your IPS? (0.00–4.00) User: 3.7 System: what
is the lastest of your IPK? (0.00–4.00) User: 3.8 System:are your
IPS 3.8 and IPK 3.7 correct ? User: yes System: the amount of SKS
that you can take is 24 do you want to repeat the process? User: no
System
the DM directs the conversation back to the
former state so that the user can correct her/his
responses. There are three statements defined in
response to no-keyword events. The issuance of
this statement is done through a random selection
technique. The aim is to provide various event
handling statements in the case in which a user
makes mistakes repetitively. The following is the
translation version of statements for no-keyword
events:
• “I am really sorry for being unable to under-
stand your response. Could you please check
your input again?”
• “The response you have just inputted could
not be understood by the system.”
• “Would you like to rewrite your response in
an understandable way?”
2) No-input. In case, when a user cannot continue
his/her dialogue because of many reasons that it
leaves the users’ text field unfilled or blank, a
no-input event will be issued. The toleration for
the no-input event is set up for 20 seconds. After
20 seconds, there is no input. The DM will lead
the transition to the end state 17. The no-input
event function is called on every state except the
start (state 0) and the state 17. Thus, there is a
transition from every state to state 17, but these
transitions are not depicted in Fig. 3 to avoid
the crowdedness of arrows as a transition symbol.
There is only one statement defined in response
to no input-event such as “Your time is up, and
thank you for chatting with me.”
 
 
Figure 7 An example of issuing an event handler on not well-formed input. 
 
IV. EXPERIMENT 
A. Evaluation Process  
The evaluation process of this chatbot system takes the form 
of process validation and system assessment. The process 
validation is applied to collect data with a goal to improve 
chatbot performance in having a dialogue with users. This has 
been described in section IIIA. To elucidate it, this validation 
is considered as an iterative evaluation which is a part of 
system development. It has been done in two phases with ten 
different testers involved in each phase. All testers are IT 
students of different intake years. This has been done on 
purpose for two reasons. Firstly, IT students have the better 
sense of the bugs and system performance compared to 
students from different departments. Secondly, the researchers 
badly need a lot of qualified feedbacks to have a successful 
system improvement and IT students can provide such 
feedbacks. Due to limited space, the researchers exemplify 
five pairs of feedbacks gathered during these phases. Table 2 
presents tester’s feedback on interface design, dialogue 
navigation, and dialogue content. 
 
TABLE 2  
Examples of Translated Respondents’ Feedbacks for System Improvement 
Interface design Dialogue navigation Dialogue competency 
The UI design is too 
simple 
I cannot repeat taking 
the compulsory 
subjects 
The system prompts 
for options should be 
stressed (bold, maybe) 
to make users easily 
understand  
 
If it is possible, do not 
display the history of 
chatting 
Please add navigation 
to repeat the dialogue 
to the start after 
finishing it 
The system has to 
understand writing 
variations such as 
lower vs. upper cases, 
numbers: 1 and ‘one' 
  
Please use the chat 
interface to make it 
more interesting 
The end navigation on 
(state) optional-profile 
subjects has not led to 
the database yet 
Some abbreviations 
commonly used by 
students should be 
understood such as 
‘matkul’ for ‘mata 
kuliah' (course) 
 
Use the university 
logo to fill the blank 
space 
The system should 
direct users to answer 
a specific question 
and lead to the next 
steps 
Requirements for 
taking KP and KKN 
should be added as a 
shortcut  
 
There are still bugs in 
dialogue for taking 
subjects on semester 1 
It should be possible 
to go back to rewrite 
inputs due to 
misspelling or 
mistakes  
The possibility of 
using abbreviations 
for optional  profile 
subjects: SuLe for 
Supervised Learning 
 
The goal of system assessment is to evaluate the chatbot 
performance in having a chat with users. About 15 IT students 
are involved in this evaluation. 13.2% of them have been 
involved in the previous evaluation. In detail, 6.6% of the 
students have been involved in the first two data collection 
processes, while 6.6% of students take part in the second 
phase only. The 86.7% of evaluators are new testers having no 
prior knowledge on the workflow of our chatbot. 
Akin to the process of data collection, the researchers 
provide a task scenario to testers before they perform the 
chatting. Testers are asked to read the task scenario which 
consists of four tasks. Those are as follows. 
 Task 1: having a dialogue on the number of credits 
which traverses the states 0,1,2,3, back to 0 or jump to 
17 (cf. Fig. 3 for the state traversal) 
 Task 2: having a dialogue on the subject offered which 
needs to traverse the states 0,4,5,6, back to 0 or jump to 
17 for querying the compulsory subjects. As an option, 
testers can have a chat on the optional subjects, which 
need to traverse the states 0, 4, 7, 8|9|10, 
11|12|13|14|15|16 then to 17 or back to 10 and 7 or 0, or 
jump to 17.  
 Task 3: querying the requirements of KP as a shortcut 
traversing the states 0, 18, 0|17 
 Task 4: querying the requirements of KKN as a shortcut 
traversing the states 0, 19, 0|17. 
 
In having a chat with the chatbot, the testers perform 
various chat flows and dialogues. For a dialogue and session 
definition, the researchers follow Refs. [14], [20]. A session of 
chat refers to a tester’s interaction with the chatbot within a 
given time frame. One chat session may comprise several 
dialogues. Those are a collection of user-chatbot conversation 
in which a user has succeeded in achieving the goal of 
conversation to get the information needed.  Figure 6 
illustrates one complete dialogue. Meanwhile, Fig. 7 exhibits 
the system has not delivered a partial dialogue since the 
number of credits being asked. The minimal number of 
dialogue done by testers achieves two, and the maximal 
number of dialogue achieved by some testers reaches eight 
dialogues in one session.   
A written utterance refers to one complete sentence or 
linguistic fragments in a conversation which is typed by a user 
of prompted by the bot. An adjacency pair of utterances or a 
discourse in Foucault's terminology [14] marks a tester 
transition to different states. Thus, the number of utterances in 
one dialogue shows the flow of dialogue. In other words, it 
shows how testers traverse back-and-forth the states.  Table 3 
summaries the number of sessions, dialogues, and written 
utterances in the process of system assessment.  
 
TABLE 3  
i . 6. n example of issuing an eve t handler on not w ll-formed
input. The figure in English: Dialogue: Hello and welcome, this is the
dialogue system of Information Technology academic, please submit
the questions regarding the rule of registering SKS which you can
take or information about list of course in Information Technology.
User: what is the maximum SKS in each semester? System: what
is the lastest of your IPS? (0.00–4.00) User: 4.5 System: your input
cannot be understood by the system
3) Not well-formed input. This is to tackle an event
in which the keywords are successfully extr cted
from the users re ponse, but they are not well-
formed. An excellent example of the not well-
formed input is a conversation occurring in states
1, 2, and 3. In these states, a user inputs his/her
IPS which is set in numeric format between zero
(0.00) to four (4.00) since there will be no IPS
greater than 4.00. If a user inputs 4.5 or -1.00
for his/her IPS, the function of not well-formed
input ev nt will be issued, and the prompts to
correct the input will be done. Figure 6 illustrates
a dialogue with this event handler. The followings
are some translated examples of system prompts
for handling not well-formed input :
• “Your IPS is not well-formed. Please input
the right one.”
• “So, have you inputted the right IPK of
yours?”
• “The input that you have provided could not
be understood.”
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Evaluation Process
The evaluation process of this chatbot system takes
the form of process validation and system assess ent.
The process validation is applied to collect data with
a goal to improve chatbot performance in having a
dialogue with users. To elucidate it, this validation is
considered as an iterative evaluation which is a part of
system development. It has been done in two phases
with ten different testers involved in each phase. All
testers are IT students of different intake years. This
has been done on purpose for two reasons. Firstly, IT
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TABLE II
EXAMPLES OF TRANSLATED RESPONDENTS’ FEEDBACKS FOR
SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT.
Interface design Dialogue navigation Dialogue competency
The UI design is too
simple
I cannot repeat taking
the compulsory sub-
jects
The system prompts
for options should
be stressed (bold,
maybe) to make users
easily understand
If it is possible, do not
display the history of
chatting
Please add navigation
to repeat the dialogue
to the start after fin-
ishing it
The system has to un-
derstand writing vari-
ations such as lower
vs. upper cases, num-
bers: 1 and one’
Please use the chat
interface to make it
more interesting
The end navigation
on (state) optional-
profile subjects has
not led to the database
yet
Some abbreviations
commonly used by
students should be
understood such as
‘matkul’ for ‘mata
kuliah’ (course)
Use the university
logo to fill the blank
space
The system should di-
rect users to answer a
specific question and
lead to the next steps
Requirements for tak-
ing KP and KKN
should be added as a
shortcut
There are still bugs
in dialogue for taking
subjects on semester 1
It should be possible
to go back to rewrite
inputs due to mis-
spelling or mistakes
The possibility of us-
ing abbreviations for
optional profile sub-
jects: SuLe for Super-
vised Learning
students have the better sense of the bugs and sys-
tem performance compared to students from different
departments. Secondly, the researchers badly need a
lot of qualified feedbacks to have a successful system
improvement and IT students can provide such feed-
backs. Due to limited space, the researchers exemplify
five pairs of feedbacks gathered during these phases.
Table II presents tester’s feedback on interface design,
dialogue navigation, and dialogue content.
The goal of system assessment is to evaluate the
chatbot performance in having a chat with users. About
15 IT students are involved in this evaluation. 13.2%
of them have been involved in the previous evaluation.
In detail, 6.6% of the students have been involved in
the first two data collection processes, while 6.6
Akin to the process of data collection, the re-
searchers provide a task scenario to testers before they
perform the chatting. Testers are asked to read the task
scenario which consists of four tasks. Those are as
follows.
• Task 1: having a dialogue on the number of credits
which traverses the states 0,1,2,3, back to 0 or
jump to 17 (see Fig. 3 for the state traversal)
• Task 2: having a dialogue on the subject offered
which needs to traverse the states 0,4,5,6, back
to 0 or jump to 17 for querying the compulsory
subjects. As an option, testers can have a chat on
the optional subjects, which need to traverse the
states 0, 4, 7,8|9|10, 11|12|13|14|15|16 then to 17
or back to 10 and 7 or 0, or jump to 17.
TABLE III
A SUMMARY OF STATISTICAL DATA ON THE SYSTEM
ASSESSMENT PROCESS.
Testers Initials Number of
sessions
Number of
dialogues
Numbers
of utterance
pairs per
session
Zf 1 8 45
Dn 1 5 23
Eg 1 5 28
Ys 1 6 27
Al 1 4 43
Am 1 6 25
Ar 1 5 27
De 1 8 35
Hk 1 3 18
Ha 1 6 29
Ma 1 5 26
St 1 5 39
Af 1 2 15
An 1 6 39
Pa 1 6 30
Total numbers 15 80 449
• Task 3: querying the requirements of KP as a
shortcut traversing the states 0, 18, 0|17
• Task 4: querying the requirements of KKN as a
shortcut traversing the states 0, 19, 0|17.
In having a chat with the chatbot, the testers perform
various chat flows and dialogues. For a dialogue and
session definition, the researchers follow Refs. [14, 20].
A session of chat refers to a tester’s interaction with
the chatbot within a given time frame. One chat session
may comprise several dialogues. Those are a collection
of user-chatbot conversation in which a user has suc-
ceeded in achieving the goal of conversation to get the
information needed. Figure 5 illustrates one complete
dialogue. Meanwhile, Fig. 6 exhibits the system has
not delivered a partial dialogue since the number of
credits being asked. The minimal number of dialogue
done by testers achieves two, and the maximal number
of dialogue achieved by some testers reaches eight
dialogues in one session.
A written utterance refers to one complete sentence
or linguistic fragments in a conversation which is
typed by a user of prompted by the bot. An adja-
cency pair of utterances or a discourse in Foucault’s
terminology [14] marks a tester transition to different
states. Thus, the number of utterances in one dialogue
shows the flow of dialogue. In other words, it shows
how testers traverse back-and-forth the states. Table III
summaries the number of sessions, dialogues, and
written utterances in the process of system assessment.
In this evaluation process, the researchers record all
testers’ movement and behavior on the screen using
Camtasia software as in the data collection process.
However, following the chat, no questionnaire is ad-
ministered to testers.
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B. Evaluation Metrics
One of the issues of developing a chatbot is to select
evaluation metrics to quantify system performance.
Reference [2] listed several metrics from different
perspectives in evaluating a dialogue system. Infor-
mation retrieval perspective will evaluate the system
effectiveness by measuring precision, recall, and F-
score. In user experience perspective, the goal of the
bot is to maximize user satisfaction. Hence, bots are
evaluated through questionnaires which rank it based
on usability and user satisfaction [2]. In the linguistic
perspective, bots should be evaluated on their ability to
generate full, grammatical, and meaningful sentences.
The used metrics are Word Error Rate (WER), Sen-
tence Error Rate (SER), Concept Error Rate (CER),
and Understand Error Rate (UER) [20].
Most mentioned metrics focus on evaluating the
Spoken Dialogue Systems (SDSs) since they concen-
trate on the speech recognition and understanding. In
the case of this bot which is based on written dialogue,
such metrics do not apply well. Furthermore, some
metrics offered by linguistic and information retrieval
perspectives do not evaluate the effectiveness of an
overall dialogue. Instead, they are applied on a per-
utterance basis. For this reason, the researchers turn
to dialogue-based metrics introduced by Ref. [20] and
which have also been applied in [14].
The dialogue-based metrics measure the collective
performance of the recognition, understanding, dis-
course and dialogue components [20] through Query
Density (QD) and Concept Efficiency (CE). A concept,
in this context, refers to a semantic unit realized as a
keyword. For instance, in user utterance “How many
credits can I take for the next semester if my semester
GPA is 3.2?” There are two concepts in this utterance,
namely credits and 3.2 of semester GPA. Although one
keyword is realized in different word form, they will
be counted as one concept if they refer to the same
semantic unit.
QD measures how effective users can provide new
concepts to the system by computing the mean number
of a new concept introduced per-user query. It is
computed by
QD =
1
Nd
Nd∑
i=1
Nu(i)
Nq(i)
. (1)
where Nd is the number of dialogues, Nq(i) is the total
number of user queries in ith dialogue, and Nu(i) is the
number of unique concepts understood by the system
in ith dialogue. A concept in a dialogue is not counted
in Nu if the system had already understood it from a
previously written utterance in one dialogue.
CE computes the average number of turns (similar to
 
 
Figure 8 Categorization of user behavior in introducing concepts during their 
chats with the chatbot. 
 
40% of testers can be classified as straightforward users as 
they write their responses in phrases or sentence fragments. 
They obediently response as guided by the bot prompts. As its 
consequence, this type of users has no difficulties with the 
dialogue flow of an FST-based chatbot.  Only some users 
(7%) fell in the category of a playful one. The researchers 
based this categorization on their utterances that personify the 
bot, and express fun in having a chat. Their utterances also 
reflect that despite their awareness on the limitation of system 
capability, they like to know how far the system can response 
their queries. The following is an example of utterance in 
which the user addresses the chatbot as ‘Min’, a common 
name for a Javanese man but it is also a nickname of the 
administrator. For example, the utterance is “Saya bingung 
mau ambil mata kuliah apa, bisa bantu Min? (I am confused 
to take what course, can you help Min?)”. 
The quantitative evaluation of system performance is 
measured through dialogue-based metrics: QD and CE. Using 
equations (1) and (2), the results of QD and CE computation 
are presented in Table 4. The QD is 0.805, while the CE of the 
system reaches 0.95. The high CE rate indicates the system 
recognition on user inputs. In other words, the higher the 
efficiency is, the fewer times a user has to repeat a concept. 
The rationale is the use of keyword spotting technique which 
still recognizes the needed concept on a given time, although a 
user introduces more additional and unnecessary concepts on 
that given state or time. The QD rate of this chatbot is more 
than satisfactory. It shows that a user can communicate the 
concepts to the system. To increase the QD rate, the data 
collection with system-in-the-loop paradigm should be 
conducted with more users and done in several iterations. 
 
TABLE 4  
Data for QD and CE Computation 
Testers 
Initials 
Number of 
dialogues 
∑(nu/nq) ∑(nu/nc) 
Zf 8 6.88 8 
Dn 5 4.6 4,71 
Eg 5 4,689 4,75 
Ys 6 4,73 6 
Al 4 2,4 3,357 
Am 6 5.1 6 
Ar 5 4.33 4,58 
De 8 5,28 7.69 
Hk 3 2.63 3 
Ha 6 5.05 5.83 
Ma 5 4.25 4 
St 5 3.69 4.49 
Af 2 2.66 1.82 
An 6 3.58 4.87 
Pa 6 4.44 5.62 
Total # 80 64.37 75.7346 
QD/CE  0.805 0.946 
 
In regards to these evaluation processes, the researchers 
identify this chatbot strengths and weaknesses. The system 
suffers from the common drawback of FST-based chatbot in 
which a user should prompt for specific concepts one-by-one 
to achieve the goal. This system is unfit for users who are 
familiar with QA system, but it is very suitable for a 
straightforward type of users. Another drawback of the system 
is that it is prone to typo errors and unable to recognize the 
misspelled concepts. To improve it, a spelling correction 
module should be added to its NLU component. 
Despite these drawbacks, this chatbot is smart enough in 
recognizing different illocutionary acts such as asking, giving 
the orders, and teasing as presented in Table 1. The rationale is 
the use of the keyword-spotting technique which recognizes 
the concepts only and disregards the rest. The other strength is 
that the system still recognizes a typo in part of multi-words 
concepts. In cases which a single concept is defined using 
several words, a typo in one of these words will not affect 
system recognition. For example, in the concept defined as 
‘mata kuliah pilihan non prodi (course selection of non-
department)’, the word ‘prodi’ is misspelled to ‘produ’ as in 
‘pilihan non produ’ (found in 4th dialogue of 2nd user in Table 
4).  
V. CONCLUSION  
Developing a chatbot becomes a challenging task when it is 
built from scratch and independent of any SaaS. However, this 
research has proved that the combined methods of keyword 
spotting technique for the NLU component, FST for the 
Dialogue Management, rule-based keyword matching for 
NLG, and the system-in-the-loop paradigm for system 
validation can produce an efficient chatbot. Assessed with 
Dialogue-based metrics, the chatbot capability in 
understanding concepts introduced by testers is quite high 
with the QD score of 0.80, and CE score of 0.946. The high 
rate of CE proves that users do not need to repeat their 
utterances several times to be understood by the systems. 
In addition to quantitative assessment, the researchers also 
observe user behavior or patterns in introducing the new 
concepts to be understood by the chatbot. This evaluation 
proves that only 40% of testers need more extended time in 
adapting the chatbot dialogue flow and understand that a 
single concept should be given in response to the system 
prompts. The researchers identify this group as ‘slow learner’ 
since their mental model on a QA system strongly influence 
their conversation with the chatbot. However, 60% of testers 
have no difficulties in interacting with the chatbot since they 
fall both in the category of fast learner or straightforward user. 
Fig. 7. Categorization of user behavior in introducing concepts
during their chats with the chatbot.
a pair of utterances written in reciprocal) necessary
for each concept to be u derstood by the system [20].
CE is comput d by
CE =
1
Nd
Nd∑
i=1
Nu(i)
Nc(i)
(2)
where Nc(i) is the total number of concepts in ith
dialogue. A concept is counted whenever it is written
by users and is not understood by the system. Since,
Nc(i) ≥ Nu(i), then 0 ≤ CE ≤ 1.
C. Results
The research rs conduct two ki ds of evaluations
concerning the experiment, the qualitative and qua ti-
tative evaluations. The res archers base the qualitative
evaluation on the r corded dial gues between users and
the chatbot. The researcher observe users’ tendency in
introducing new concept which are shown in Fig. 7.
Sinc the rese rchers do not evaluate user-experience
persp ctiv , the researc ers base the a alysis solely on
the recorded discourses.
Based mainly on user utterances in discourse open-
ing, it can be concluded that mo t users have a strong
m ntal model o the QA chatb t. Th s is because they
have been familiar with Siri or Google Now. As a
result, 53% of users tend to introduce several concepts
or keywords in one utterance. However, 13% of testers
or u ers in thi group can be identified as fast l arners,
as they introduce several concepts on the disc rse
opening of their first dialogue only. In contrast, 40% of
them are classified as slow learners since they repeat
this tendency in more than a half of their succeeding
dialogues. This can also be interpreted that they apply
their mental model t QA system for interacting with
an FST-based chatbot.
40% of testers can be classified as straightforward
users as they write their responses in phrases or sen-
tence fragments. They obediently response as guided
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TABLE IV
DATA FOR QUERY DENSITY AND CONCEPT EFFICIENCY
COMPUTATION.
Testers Initials Number of
dialogues
∑
(Nu/Nq)
∑
(Nu/Nc)
Zf 8 6.88 8
Dn 5 4.6 4,71
Eg 5 4,689 4,75
Ys 6 4,73 6
Al 4 2,4 3,357
Am 6 5.1 6
Ar 5 4.33 4,58
De 8 5,28 7.69
Hk 3 2.63 3
Ha 6 5.05 5.83
Ma 5 4.25 4
St 5 3.69 4.49
Af 2 2.66 1.82
An 6 3.58 4.87
Pa 6 4.44 5.62
Total numbers 80 64.37 757.346
QD/CE 0.805 0.946
by the bot prompts. As its consequence, this type of
users has no difficulties with the dialogue flow of an
FST-based chatbot. Only some users (7%) fell in the
category of a playful one. The researchers based this
categorization on their utterances that personify the
bot, and express fun in having a chat. Their utterances
also reflect that despite their awareness on the limita-
tion of system capability, they like to know how far
the system can response their queries. The following
is an example of utterance in which the user addresses
the chatbot as ‘Min’, a common name for a Javanese
man but it is also a nickname of the administrator. For
example, the utterance is “Saya bingung mau ambil
mata kuliah apa, bisa bantu Min? (I am confused to
take what course, can you help Min?)”.
The quantitative evaluation of system performance
is measured through dialogue-based metrics: QD and
CE. Using equations (1) and (2), the results of QD
and CE computation are presented in Table IV. The
QD is 0.805, while the CE of the system reaches 0.95.
The high CE rate indicates the system recognition on
user inputs. In other words, the higher the efficiency
is, the fewer times a user has to repeat a concept.
The rationale is the use of keyword spotting technique
which still recognizes the needed concept on a given
time, although a user introduces more additional and
unnecessary concepts on that given state or time. The
QD rate of this chatbot is more than satisfactory. It
shows that a user can communicate the concepts to
the system. To increase the QD rate, the data collection
with system-in-the-loop paradigm should be conducted
with more users and done in several iterations.
In regards to these evaluation processes, the re-
searchers identify this chatbot strengths and weak-
nesses. The system suffers from the common drawback
of FST-based chatbot in which a user should prompt
for specific concepts one-by-one to achieve the goal.
This system is unfit for users who are familiar with QA
system, but it is very suitable for a straightforward type
of users. Another drawback of the system is that it is
prone to typo errors and unable to recognize the mis-
spelled concepts. To improve it, a spelling correction
module should be added to its NLU component.
Despite these drawbacks, this chatbot is smart
enough in recognizing different illocutionary acts such
as asking, giving the orders, and teasing as presented
in Table I. The rationale is the use of the keyword-
spotting technique which recognizes the concepts only
and disregards the rest. The other strength is that the
system still recognizes a typo in part of multi-words
concepts. In cases which a single concept is defined
using several words, a typo in one of these words
will not affect system recognition. For example, in
the concept defined as ‘mata kuliah pilihan non prodi’
(course selection of non-department), the word ‘prodi’
is misspelled to ‘produ’ as in ‘pilihan non produ’
(found in 4th dialogue of 2nd user in Table IV).
V. CONCLUSION
Developing a chatbot becomes a challenging task
when it is built from scratch and independent of
any SaaS. However, this research has proved that the
combined methods of keyword spotting technique for
the NLU component, FST for the Dialogue Manage-
ment, rule-based keyword matching for NLG, and the
system-in-the-loop paradigm for system validation can
produce an efficient chatbot. Assessed with Dialogue-
based metrics, the chatbot capability in understanding
concepts introduced by testers is quite high with the
QD score of 0.80, and CE score of 0.946. The high
rate of CE proves that users do not need to repeat
their utterances several times to be understood by the
systems.
In addition to quantitative assessment, the re-
searchers also observe user behavior or patterns in
introducing the new concepts to be understood by
the chatbot. This evaluation proves that only 40% of
testers need more extended time in adapting the chatbot
dialogue flow and understand that a single concept
should be given in response to the system prompts.
The researchers identify this group as slow learner
since their mental model on a QA system strongly
influence their conversation with the chatbot. However,
60% of testers have no difficulties in interacting with
the chatbot since they fall both in the category of fast
learner or straightforward user.
The chatbot’s capability and flexibility in managing
dialogues with users can be enhanced by using it as
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a prototype to collect more data in the system-in-the-
loop paradigm. The result of data collection can be
used to build a conversational corpus which will enable
the use of statistical or machine learning methods for
improving the chatbot intelligence. Another alternative
for future work is to apply the frame-based method
in a component of DM. Then, to improve the chatbot
capability, the future researchers can broaden the topic
of conversation such as the subject description or
summary.
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